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This thesis is a descriptive study of five child day treatment
centers in Oregon.

Its purpose was to generate hypotheses about the

relationships between parent reactions to the day treatment center,
the center's theoretical orientation .toward treatment, and the organizational structure of the center.
-The five centers involved in the study were: Poyama Land in
Independence, Oregon; the Child Psychiatric Day Treatment Center in
Portland,

Oreg~n;

Mid-Columbia Children's Center in The Dalles, Oregon;

the Child Center in Eugene, Oregon; and Edgefield Lodge in Troutdale,
Oregon.

These centers were selected for this study because of

t~eir

proximity to the Portland area and their requirement that parents be

•

,.

'1•

2

involved in·their child's treatment program.·
l'.>ata were collected by a p~r~nt. questi9~~aire, a staff question· naire,. and an interview with the executive di:fecto:r ~f each program.
All ~hree. ·da~a collection instr\lIDents were de.si·gn~·d specifically for
use in·: th:ts.: . st~dy •.
" .

. ..

·E.ach .of the (135) parents who had a. child· i:t? one of the centers
for at least one month and for. whom the ·c.en:ter· had· some ezj>ectations
1

'

:t'

'

for involy-~ent were sent questio~naires.

All ·ataf~ (51) in each of

the five centers who were employed at least half-time were asked to
complete.qu~stionnaires.

Data:· analysis var~e·d with the instrume~t a~cl' the· type of data
~uestions

collected.·

on the staff qu.estionnaire. 'pertaining to staff

role in decision making were factor analyzed as were· the questions on
the parent. ·questionnaire pertaining
treatm~nt

center.

the data by
naire

fro~.

~o

parent

toward the day

Factor analysis simplified the .i'~terpretatiOn of

.

'

r~ducing

the number of variables on the ·staff questio:r:i·-·

nine to three, and on the parent

four to five.

at.~~ tud'es

Factor

sc~res

questi~~naife

from twenty-

were· computed for each· respondent and

factor sco.re means were calculated.by center for both- parents and
staff.

Nomin~l

data on the stf,lff questionnaire wer.e dealt with by the_

constru.ction of contingency tables and inspection of

differe~ces

tween observed and expected frequencies for each cell.

be-

Data from the

j

'·

interview guide.were descriptive and were

synt~esized

and reported in

narrative :form.
It was found that parents of each center· tended to respond favorably to the day treatment center with which they are associated. There

3
wete trends in parent responses which, when evaluated in the context
of descriptive data on each center, generated four hypotheses for furthur

res«~arch.

(1)

·These hypotheses are:

thn greater the consensus between d~rector and staff on
th~oretical

orientation toward treatment of a child and his

family, the more favorable parent reaction to the day treatment program.
(2)

the more specific and clearly articulated.the requirements
for parent involvement, the more favorable parent reaction
to the day treatment program.

(3)

the greater the number of parent-staff contacts, the more
favorable parent reaction tn the day treatment program.

(~)

the· greater the use of parent groups, th~ more favorable
parent reaction to the day treatment pr-0gram.
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CHA.PrER I

INTRODUCTION
Parent involvement in a child's ·treatment is frequently a requirem~n.t 9f

day treatment ·centers for emotionally disturbed children.

The .·und'erlying premise of this requir.ement is
·the bel~ef· that parent
.
,

involvement facilitates the child's treatment and promotes more rapid
and

lasting.improvement~.

Day

treatm~nt

eta.ff are often faced with the

·task. o:.f involving parents who· are unresponsive.·. Lack of .:Parent inv.olvement then becomes an area of concern for 'day treatment programs.
A review of the literature reveals that very little has been.
written on day treatment programs and/or the involvement of parents in
day treatment programs.

There are articles that describe the

approaches taken by individual pr-:>grams to treatment of children and
~ystematically

their families, but there has been no attempt to

un-

cover the variables related to th~ involvement_.Q~. pai:-ents in child day
treatment· programs.

While there are many researc4able questi'ons in

this area,- not all of them share the same degree of potential utility
in the planning and delivery of services to
families.

chi~dren

and their

For example, a study might·attempt an. exploration of the

parent personality traits associated with the successful involvement
of parents in ·the .day treatmen.t program.s.

Such a· .study might prove

interesting but it would have limited utility for
treatment programs in improving the involvement

~se

by the day

o~.parents

as the·

alteration· of. personality characteristics of uninvolved parents is

2

an un~ealistic expectation.

Another area of possible research around

the question of parent involvement in child day treatment might focus
on an: ex~ination of the day treatment· programs.themselve~ ~nd the.
.

parent r.eactions 'to the

progrl!tm~.·

.

.This approach seems mo:re useful if

the go~ ·is to imp~ove th.e level of involvement of ·the pat~nts in· the
.

day·

: . '~t:. '

. . .

treatm~nt
~

'

progrltlDS• ·

..

. '.

~hangM

. ·.. ~ .·

. . .

. .

.

·that can be I;Dade ·in the pro.grams

•

l

themselves are more accessible than effecting
parent characteristics.

cha~ge

in individual

This rationale directed the focus of this

thesis.:whien was designed to generate hypotheses. about the relationships between elements of th~ day treatment program~

l'.W4 tb.e·parent

reactions to the progra.lps
. •·.
This thesis is a des·cript~ve study focusing on the reactions of
·,

parents to five child day treatment centers in

Ore~on.

Parent re-

actions in.elude the types and number of contacts the parents have with
the ceµters and their attitudes to:ward the

centers~·

'Parent reactions

are evaluated in the context of descriptive data· which focus on the
center's

l

Il

theo~~tical

orientation toward treatment and the organiza-

tional structure of each center.

Theoretical orientation· toward

treatment means the basis by Which staff

determin~

ventions used in treatment of children and· parents·.
1

I

the types of interOrganizational
..

structure, in this study,

ref~rs

to the decision making patterns with-

in the cente'r ~nd the role relationships between ~dministration, staff,
and pa.rents·.
Theoretical orientation toward treatment, organizational structure, and client reactions to services are variables dealt with in

-~

3
in the fields of social casework and.

studie~

cl~nical

psychology.

However; these studies haye not been conducted in child day treatment

programs nor has there been an attempt to

evaluat~

client reactions in

the context of organizational structure and theoretical orientation
toward

trea~ent.

r~search

This thesis represents a departure from previous

by focusing on child day treatment programs and combining

the variable.$ of client reactio.n, organizational ·structure, and
theoreticai .orientation toward treatment.

l!·
1.

CHAPl'ER III
METHODOLOGY

.I.

INTRODUCTION

This study was designed to provide descriptive data focusing on
pa~ent

reactions to child day

descriptions .of the

pr~grams

treatm~nt

programs in. the context of

along the dimensions. of theoretical orien-

tation toward child treatment and organizational
ter.

'

structur~

of the cen-

.

'

Data were collected by means of a parent questionnaire, a staff

questionnaire, and an interview with the executive director of each
program.
II.

THE POPULATION

Selection of the respondents· involved three .disc.rete decisions:
one for the. -agency· sample, one .for the staff respondents, and o_ne for
the parent

re~pondents.

The population of program directors was deter-

,mined ~y the agency sample.

Each of these selection processes will be

described below.
The A&ency Sample
Five

ch~l~

day treatment centers in Oregon were ·selected on the

basis of two· criteria.

In order. to be included in. the .sample it was

necessary tha.t the day treatment center have _expectations for some type
of parent involvement in the program.

The other consideration in the

selection of ·the agency sample was accessibility in terms of distance
from the Portland area.

This criterion was introduced due to cost

limitations of the study and accompanying difficulties in administra-

-.---
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ment in the following areas:

achievement; affiliation; and influence

or power •. Fr11stration of role-takers within organizations occurs when

the above desires gQ unsatisfied.

Clarification of goals within the

organization reduces confusion about desired results and enables various personnel· to realize how their. roles interrelate.
achievement are made clear.

Thus, means for

Needs for affiliation 'can be fulfilled

through a·unified spirit of mutual support and

resp~ct.

Finally, grat-

ification· of striving for power is achieved through allowing for influence at all levels of the organization (Schmuck, Runkel and Langmeyer,

1969).
Lewis (1969} described two discrete organizational models in his
article, "The Organizational Structure of the Therapeutic Tea:m."

The

hierarcbical·model is characterized by fixed role definitions, restriction of de~ision making to staff in leadership positions, and simple
1,

level to level communication.

Group decision making, .flexible role

definitions·, and open communication between all staff members are characteristics of the equali tarian organizational model.· .Some researchers
have suggested that the equali taria.n team· is the
lem

sol~ing

·effective prob-

structure while the hiera'rchical team offers the better

decision implementing approach.
model

mor~

involv~ng

Lewis (1969) suggests a compromise

open communication and shared decision making but with

the addition of a

permi~sive

leader who takes final r¢s·ponsibili ty for

decisions." Ac~ording to Lewis, it is also essential for role definitions to be neith,er rigid nor blurred.

He suggests that professional

identity should be maintained but that role defusion:·
the interest of the patients.

i~

permitted in

-~---..,..-----

- - - . •A-·-- - - - - - - - - -· --
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In ·other

stud~es,

organizational si.ze.

decision making structur.e has been related to

Michels {Dun;kerley, 1972) asserts, "As· the size

of a.group increases, so does the extent of the. leader's authority,
hi~

personal power, and the amount of delegation permitted in the

decision making process."
Several studies have related the above feature of organizations
to the attitudes of the people served by the organizations.

It has

been suggested {Schmuck and Schmuck, 1971) that in schools where power
is more equ~l~y distributed' between administratio_n, and staff' the qualLewis (i969) states,

ity of teacher.-student relationships improve.

"Team membe~s._' investment in ·thera~eutic activity· with patients is in
direct proportion to their responsibility for mak.~ng decisi~ns about
.Patient care." However, he goes on to say· that tta. team model with
many equalitarian features tends to precipitate egocentric staff needs,
and covert staff disagreement has a destructive impact on patients."
Etzioni studied the relationship of patient
ent types of sanctions used.
associated

~i.th ·persuasion,

involveme~t

to the differ-

He found that positive involvement is
manipulation and

sugg~stion.

Neutral in-

volvement is associated.with remunerative sanctions and negative
involvement with coe~ci~e power {Julian, 19~8).

II

Early studies in theoretical orientation were predicated on the
belief that.one method of treatment would prove to be.most effective in

I
I

all cases.

I
I

orientation as an organizational dynamic has developed only recently.

Thes·e studies focused on the. form of treatment as it affect- .

ed the individual client in psychotherapy.

Interest in theoretical

One such study of patient attitudes towards staff roles and institu-

7
tional treatment methods resulted in findings

pertine~t

to the present

The re~earchers found that· patient attitudes· 'toward treatment

study.

were largely determined by the setting in which the
ceived.

~reatment

was re-

"The institution may, to·a large extent, condition the pa-

tient's attitude to his illnea&. and the appropriate

~reatment

for it"

(Caine and .Smail, 1~68) •. Addi tion~lly,' "the interactions between the
orientation ot .those carrying out the treatment and the attitudes toward it of those·receiving treatment may have important

implica~ions

both for morah an4 prognosis" (Cai~e ·and Smail,· 1968) ...
"

The concept of laterality as' postulated by Rosengren· and-Lefton
is relevant to. the·. study of treatment orientation.
rized that the· "internal
closely related to the

stru~ture

~anner

Rosengren theo-

and dynamics of an Qrganization

are

by which organizations intervene in the

life course 0£" their clients" (Rosengren, 1970).

Plus laterality as

defined by Lefton (Rosengren, 1970) is the "extent to wh;ich client.
serving organizations take the whole

perso~

'.

into acc·ount." Minus

laterality is a "purposively·restricted focus on specific or segmented
features of clients." From the ·client's. point of

view~

a plus later-

ality attitude is indicated when the client believes the
ought to understan·d his total life situation.

organizati~n

A minus ,laterality view-

point is indicated whenever the "client perceives the .organization's
legitimate interest in him as limited 11 (Rosengren, 1970).

Some re:....

searchers have suggested that the concept of laterality can be useful
in the organization and development of therapeutic

~nte_rventions

that

are relevant to the client's individual needs and personality patterns
(Wolkon, Lanier·, ·and Moriwaki, 1971).

-~-·-··

·--
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Examin-ation of the I i terature reveals that few studies have been
done

OD

client reaction to services.

Most have been in the fields of

casework and clinical psychology and .have focused· on the client's
,.
I

assessment of treatinent Qutcom~.

Orie such study (Horenstein, Houston

and Holmes, ·-1_973) found "that· contrary to the usual ~ssumption clients
may be good (or at least better than their therapists) at evaluating
their therapy progress."
discrepancy

betw~en

Several other studies have found considerable

client-worker assessment of treatment effectiveness.

Researchers have questioned·the meaning of this discrepancy and have
stressed the need for further systematic studies.of client reaction to
services.

l

I

II
I

'.

CHAP.rER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The litera.ture review focuses on:

theoretfoal orientation of

treatment programs; organizational structure, particularly role relationships and decision making

pro~ess;

and the client's viewpoint on

services they receive.
Organizational research is replete with studies on decision making process and role relationships among staff and administrative personnel.

E~rly

research was concentrated on industrial organizations

with more recent additions in the area of social service organizations
and schools.

Numerous studies have associated staff job satisfaction

with their perception of the degree of influence

t~ey

have on decision

making ( Schmu.ck and Schmuck,' 1971) • Whi~ e some investigators have sug· gested a direct relationship between satisfaction and
have demon·strated that several factors
making power· one desires•
'

~ffect

infll~ence,

others

the d.eg:r:ee of decision

Such factors include a~~, sex, job level,

.

role conflici;,, .and the

d~~ree

?f interest in. the decision making issues

" .

iQ. . qu~sti.on
(Alutto
and
Belasco·,
1972) ~
..
.
..
,

.

......

ito~~ relation~hiJ,>S ,among .. admini~traif<?n, .staff, ~d.'th~trn "served

. "
by tl:i~. <?rganizatio'ri. is ~ -~unct~on o'f the o,rg~.nization ':S stru.c.tu~e· •. ' .

·.

~~qre~icians,
postulate :t~~t t61~ ~*ini
a~~times cul i~teract~im. lietweeii
.
.
~

....

.

..

thr~ugh ·corr~cting. patt.erns. of .foteract_ion.
,.

The emphasis i~., on~· the

d,ynamio.s .9(.tJ:ie -interactio·nar s~stem rather than on the functioping of

individual role-takers.

It is also hypo.theaized that an individua1 's

functioning in an organization is influenced ~y his emotional invest-

..

'

10

tion of. the research from greater distances.

The five day treatment

centers meeting these criteria and agreeing to participate in the study
were:

Edgefield Lodge in Troutdale, Oregon; The Child Center in Eugene,

Oregon; The Mid-Columbia Children's Center in The· Dalles, Oregon; Poyama Land in.Independence, Oregon; and the Child Psychiatric Day Treatment Center in Portland, Oregon
The Parent Population
The· relatively small size of the total parent.population in all
five centers made it necessary to include all parents who met the
.following specifica~ions:

1)

The parent's child had to have been in

:·.· ~·."·~~.......::~~ :(, ,: . :. '
'· . · · .. ,.:-tW.~. 1 P~9·!'fam. at lea-st one month and

~)

the day tre·atment program had to

.
,.
have expectations for some type of involvement in the program by that

parent.

The first of these specifications was used to determine the

parent population since the .study focuses on parent· reactions to the
day

treatm~nt.

programs.

It was felt that less than a month's exposure

to the program was ina.dequate for the parent to have much basis for reaction to that program.

The second specification for inclusion in the

parent population also arises directly from the purpose of the_ study
which focuses on the issue of parent involvement.
There were 135 parents in the population.

Twenty of them were

participants in. the Child Center, eighteen were from. the Mid-Columbia
Children's Center, forty were from Edgefield Lodge, twenty-three were
from Poyama Land, and thirty-one were from the Child Psychiatric Day
Treatment Center,

One center noted that some parents

~nvolved

at the

time of population selection would no longer be active participants by

••

11

the time the questionnaires were administered.
these

pa~ents

It was decided that

would be included in the population as they would still

be in contact with the center through follow-up services.

An addi-

'tional .coding category designating these parents was added and the
other

progr~s

were notified of· this decision and were asked to assign

code numbers to these

pare~t.s.

The Staff Population
Inclusion in the staff popula.tion was conti.ngent upon at least.
half-time employment in the day treatment center. · This definition excluded personnel such as consultants who spend only a few hours a week
at the center. ·The rationale for this definition of staff population
arises from the objectives of the study which focus

o~

describing char-

acteristics of the day treatment programs and parent reactions ·to those
programs.

It was felt that to be an integral part of the program re-

quired at least half-time employment.

Staff employed half-time and

more were considered to be those who would have the most contact with
parents and who would most ctetermine the character· of the programs.
All staff members meeting this requirement were included in the
population due to the small number of staff in all programs.

The exe-

cutive directors were considered to be in a separate category as they

I

were the

I

the other staff members.

l

tion.

t~rgets

of a different data collection instrument than were
There was a total of 51 staff in the popula-

There were eight staff from the Child Center, nine from Poyama

Land, thirteen from Edgefield Lodge, fifteen from the Child Psychiatric
Day Treatment Center, and six from the

Mid~olumbia.

Children's Center.
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III.

CONSTRUCTION O:Jr INSTllOMENTS

The Parent Questionnaire
The parent questionnaire.was designed to measure parent reactions
to the day treatment programs.

Parent reaction was, for the purposes

of thfs study, broken into two components.

One of these components

deals with the numerical frequency of parent contacts with the day
treatment center and.its staff.

The first part of the parent question-

naire asks parents to record the number and type of· contacts they had.
with the center the month prior to completion
There

w~re

~f

the questionnaire.
q~es.tionnaire

twenty-four i terns on the parent

designed

j

to measure parent attitudes toward various.aspects of the center programs.

Some of the questions were designed.to measure parent lateral-

ity orientations to the program as defined by Rosengren (1970).

Other

questions were designed to measure parent feelings about staff communication with them.

Others were geared.toward measurement of general

feelings of 'satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the program.
the.

q~estions wer~

Some of

to measure the parents.' feelings about their parti-

cipation in ·d~ci.sion making in the program, and some
parent reactions to the center's requirements

fo~

we~e

to measure

parental involvement.

Thes.e questions were not pre-tested as they are specific to child

\.

day treatment pr.ograms and another group having the· same characteristics
·as the sample was unavailable.

The questionnaire was, however, factor

analyzed on the twenty-four questions
ward the program.

measurin~

parent attitudes to-

Factor analysis served two functions for this study.

By condensing the twenty-four questions into five factors, data
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analysis was greatly simplified, as without it each of the twenty-four
questions would have had to be considered separately.

Pertinent to the

discussion of questionnaire construction is the other function served
.

by factor

~nalysis.

.

The method of factor analysis gives a lot of infor-

mation on the construction of the questionnaire and, in the absence of
pre-t~sting,

can lend some sense of validity to the questionnaire.

The

factor analysis resulted in five independent factors.which were subsequently pruned:

1)

Mutuality of the Relationship Between Parents and

·staff; 2). Parent Laterality Orientations;· 3)

Staff Communication with

Parents about their Child's Treatment Program; 4)' Parent Satisfaction
with Requirements for Involvement in the Program; ·5)

General Satis-

faction with the Day Treatment Program.
Only .three of the ·questions did not load on .any of the factors.
The distribution of questions over the factors matched closely the
intent of the questions when the questionnaire was· designed.
cept of

paren~

role in decision making did not

em~rge

The con-

as a separate

category.as planned but became a part of the factor "Mutuality of
Relationship Between Parents and Staff".

(See Appendix for a breakdown

of ques.tions into their corresponding factors and the factor matrix).
Three of the questions loaded fairly equally on two factors.

All of

these questions involved Factor 4, Parent Satisfaction with Requirements for Involvement.

Two of the three questions also loaded on

Factor 2, Parent Laterali ty Orientation, and one of. them also loaded on
Factor 1, Mutuality of Relationship Between Parent and.Staff.

These

are not illogical combinations, but indicate that some questions were
rela.ted to more than one factor.
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There are three other questions on the parent questionnaire, not
yet mentioned, that deal with control variables -intended to.establish
comparab.il~ ty

between the day treatment centers.

The parent questionnaire ·was an objective one to facilitate analysis.

Considerable attention ·was

to ·the format of the ques-

giv~n

tionnaire as a major concern was the percentage of return on the questionnaire. · This
tively small.

w~s

particularly critical as the population was rela-

The questionnaire was designed to· require approximately

fifteen minutes to complete and was professionally printed on a foldout sheet that made the entire questionnaire visible at once.

This

design was.to accentuate its brevity and increase ·the probability of
returu.
The Staff Questionnaire
The

st~1ff

questionnaire was designed to provide -information on

three areas:· the staff's theoretical orientation toward treatment as
i.t relates fo involving parents, staff ideas about parent· roles in
different phases of the center's operation, and staff feeling about
their own role in agency decision making.

This questionnaire, like the

parent questionnaire, was objective with most of the.questions being in
the form of

mu~tiple

·native responses for·

choice.
s~me

There were spaces for.writing in' alter-

of the questions in order not. t.o produce bias

by forcing a choice not representative of a staff members thinking on
the subject.

The

que~tions

on the staff member's role in decision

making were adapted from a questionnaire·from James L. Price, Handbook
of Organizational Measurements (1972).

\

The questionnafre i.n Price's
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book dealt with large business organizations and changes were made in
deleting those areas not applicable to a small social service agency
and in changing the wordings of the questions to make them suitable to
the day treatment center.
The nine questions on staff role in decision
analy~ed ~esulting

~.rom

Job Requirements.

were factor

1) Integration

in three factors which were named:

into Overall Functioning of the Center;

3) Alienation

~aking

2) Upward Communication; and

D~stribution

of questions across

the factors was not very even with five questions 'ioading on Factor 1,
two questions on Factor 2, and one loading on
did not load on. any of the factors.

Facto~

3.

One question

(See Appendix· for the factors and

corresponding qu.estions and the factor matrix.)
The staff questionnaire also contained three

q~estions

positions, educational level, and field of training.
were added,

no~

on staff

.These questions

to distinguish one staff member's responses from ano-

ther's, but to provide an overall description of each center's staff.

IV. ADMINISTRATION OF RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
The Parent Questionnaire
Each par·ent who met the population c:d·teria was

~ssigned

a code

number by agency personoel according to printed coding instructions sent
to each center.

(See Appendix).

Code numbers were used to insure the

confidentiality and anonymity of the respondents.
. incorporated

~ome

The code system

.identifying characteristics of i(he respondents such

as whether they were mothers or fathers; natural, foster, step or other
parent figure; the length of time the child had been in the program; anu
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the parent's racial group.
delay

bet~l~en

It was later found that, due to the time

coding and questionnaire administration, the code for

length of time the child had partic.ipated il) the program became meaningless.

'

'I

This information was then incorporated into the parent ques-

tionnaire to increase the reliability of data on the length of time the
child had participated in the program.
The coded questionnaires were then mailed by the centers directly
to the parents along with letters from the center directors asking for
cooperation in completing the questionnaires and an explanatory letter
from the researchers.

Stamped, addressed envelopes were enclosed that

provided for the questionnaires to be returned directly to the researchers.

One center, Poyama Land, deviated slightly fro~ this method of

administration.

Instead of mailing the

questionna~res

th.ey gave them. to the parents at group me·etings.

to the parents,

The. questionnaires

were mailed directly to us, however, so it seems unlikely that precautions taken to insure confidentiality were injured.

The variation

in procedure by Poyama Land probably does account .for their somewhat
higher return than the other centers and may have had some other effect
on the results.

This possibility will be discussed in.Chapter IV.

After approximately four weeks.had lapsed, code numbers of questionnaires not yet received were reported to the centers and the cen-

I
\

l

ters were requested to re-contact those parents.

It then became evi-

dent that this method of follow-up was inadequate

a~

it did not take

into account the.fact that the original questionnaires might have been

loHt by the parents.

A follow-up letter was prepared '(see Appendix).

and the centers mailed

~econd

·questionnaires to all.parents

whose

'I
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completed

~uestionnaires

had not yet been received..

Two weeks were

questionnaire~.

allowed for return of follow-up

The Staff Questionnaire
Arrangements· were made with the
ea.ch center at

th~

e~ecutiv~

directors to visit

time of a staff meeting in order to administer the

questionnaire to the staff as a group.

Administr.ation as a group was

deemed to ·insure greater validity of the results •. It was felt that
administration by·mailing the questionnaires to t4e staff or asking
the director to distribute questionnaires to the staff would contribute to the problem of discussion among the staf;f with the result that
responses would t'end to reflect group opinion an~ not individual staff
opinions.

Each group of staff was read a brief paragraph which gave

instructions for completion of the· questionnaire., asked the staff to
complete the ques.tionna.ires, and indicated that there would be an
opportunity to _ask questions about the study after- all the staff had
completed the questionnaires.

This was done to decrease.bias which

might have occurred had discussions and questions been
· completion of the

all~wed

before

ques-:fi~onnaire •

There were a few instances where staff included in the population
were not present at the staff meeting.

Questionnaires were left at the

center for these staff members along with stamped.addressed envelopes
for return of -~e questionnaires directly to the researchers.
Interview with Executive Directors
The time for the interview with the executive director was prearranged and generally occurred the hour preceding administration of

'

1 .
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the staff questionnaire.
executive director.

All interviews were held in the office of the

Both researchers attended each interview and took
.,

one of· two roles.

In each

irit~~view,

one researcher took the role of

primary .'intervi.ewer asking all the questions and taking the major role
in probing t_o obtain necessary information.
served as a safe-guard against

inadequat~

response on any of the ques-

tions and asked additional questions when it
the information obtained by the primary

The other researcher

seeme~

~nterviewer.

necessary to clarify
The open-ended

nature of the interview and the scope of the material covered iu the
interview made. the use of' two interviewers approp'riate for
adequacy of the data.

The primary interviewer

reco~ded

~nsuring

the

all responses

on the interview guide and the secondary interviewer.was ·responsible
for tape recording the interview as another check in assuring the accuracy of information recorded on the interview guide·.
V.

DATA .ANALYSIS

The Parent Questionnaire
Each parent questionnaire was coded by assigning· a numerical
value to each response.

The data were then key punched
and a frequency
.
.

tally program was run on each center.
~nformation
~rovided

The frequency tally provided

on the distribution of responses on each question.

the mean and·standard deviation on each question.

It also

The latter

was not too useful, however, because all questionnaires were used in the
tally, including those with no response on some of the questions. Since
"no response" .was coded 9 .or 90, Q.epending on whether it was a one or
two column code number, means and .standard deviation's were distorted
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and had to be recalculated.
As mentioned in the section on questionn?ire design the twentyfour questions on parent attitudes toward the center programs were
factor analyzed.

All centers were grouped together for the factor anal-

ysis becitus·e:·· of the small size of the parent popui'ation.

Any data card

showi1:1g a "no .:i-espon'se" on any of the t'fenty-four questions

w~s

omitted

leaving 89.re~pondents of the 101 returned parent qµestionnaires.

The

factor analysis made the. data more manageable by cons·olidating the
twenty-fou.r individual questions into five fac.tol's.
computed for

~ach

Factor scores were

respondent on each of the five factors and center

means on the factor scores were computed.
It was .originally planned that the factor scores would also be
analyzed in terms of the educational level of the parent, the racial
membership of t4e parerit, and whether the parent was a natural parent,
foster

pare~t~

step parerit, or other parent

figur~.

· This proved to be

impossible, however, due to the small size of the sample which yielded
very unequal distributions in stratified categories.
The other questions on the parent questionnaire were analyzed by
computing the center mean by question.

These means were examined in

terms of relative comparability between centers.

C~n.ters

that were

exceptional on any variable were noted.
The Staff Questionnaire
Each staff questionnaire was coded by assigning a numerical value
to each respo:r;ise.
was run.
I

I

!

I

The data were then key punched arid a· frequency tally

As in. the parent questionnaire,. the frequenc'y tally provided

I :
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the distribution of responses on each question and the means and standard deviations for each question.

Means and standard deviations on

the first two parts of the questionnaire were meaningless as the respons~

·choices. did

significance.

~ot

form equal intervals or

hay~

any

n~erical

Means and standard deviations on Part III of the staff

questionnaire were also not used due to the maintenance of questionnaires with . no response on some of. the questions.
The results from the questions relating to staff ideas about the
parent ·role in the cente~ and the question dea.ling·with staff reasons
for involving pa.rents were analyzed for deviations· from calculated .
expected frequencies.

Centers whose responses on· a. question varied

considerably.from the expected results were noted and trends in response across all of these questions were detern,1ined.
The nine questions dealing with staff

feeli~gs

about their role

in decision making were, as mentioned in a previous section, factor
analyzed to make the data more manageable.

All the centers were

grouped together for the factor analysis due to the small size of the
population. ·Any data card showing a "no response" on any of the nine
questions was ·omitted leaving 45 of the 51 staff questionnaires.
Factor sco.res were computed for each respondent on each of the five
£actors and center means on the factor scores were computed.

CHAPrER IV
FINDINGS

I.

INTRODUCTION

The intent of the present study was to provide descriptive data
on five child day

trea~ent

centers.

The descriptions of the day treat-

ment centers are not exhaustive, rather they focus on data dealing with
.the theoretical orientation of the program, the decision making process
in the center, and the parents' attitudes toward .the day treatment centers.

Resµlts from each of the data collection instruments will be

presented separately for greater clarity.
detail in this chapter.

Not

al~

data is reported in

While all results are ref erred to, some of the

less relevant tables are contained in the appendices.
II.

THE

INTERVIEW GUIDE

The d·ata obtained on the interview guide' were. open-ended data.
Descrip~ions

of the programs derived from the interview will focus on

basically four areas:
the services

of~ered

the theoretical orientation -toward treatment,
to children and·their families, the requirements

for parent involvement and the center's decision making process in
different phases of the cent.er' s operatfon.
Theoretical Orientation
All of the centers studied have milieu therapy as· a primary component of child treatment.

The theoretical orientation underlying the

milieu, however, varies with the center •. It is important to note that
the orientati.on described. for each center is a statement of .emphasis
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and does not imply the exclusion of other treatment considerations.

The

orientat~on listed for each program represent~ a paraphrase of the dirre~ponse

i.

ector' 8

I

toward treatment.· It is sometimes difficult to discriminate between

to the ·question asking f.or theoretical orientation

programs on this variable due to idiosyncratic labelling of program

In some cases the words used to describe the theoretical

orientation.

orientations to trea.tment are different, but is is not possible to conclude a corresponding difference in orientation.·
Poyama .Land, Independence, Oregon, is described.as an eclectic
approac~

to

t~eatment

resting heavily on the tenets of behaviorism in

the sense 'that 'the child's behavior forms the basis for treatment planning.

Inferences about the child's internal mental state are made on

the basis of observed· behaviors.
The Chii'd Psychiatric Day Treatment Center, ~ortland, Oregon, was
describe~

as a developmental, psychodynamic approach.

Developmental

theory is used to guide treatment planning by setting," as treatment
goals, points along a developmental· continuum.
The director of the Mid-Colµmbia Children's C·enter, The Dalles,
Oregon, described that program as psycho-educational~
·education and .therapy.are eeen as one process.

In this approach,

This does not seem to be

too different from the orientation described by the director of the
Child Center, Eugene, Oregon.

.That program's orientation was described

as behavioral.· This approach is not to be confused.with behaviorism or·
behavior modification.
theory model.

It is, rather, more consonant with a learning

It is based on the idea that all behavior is learned.

The interventions are considered to be educational.

New behaviors are
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learned and old behaviors are supplanted.
Edgefield Lodge, Troutdale,·Oregon, is the only one of the five
day treatment

cente~s

.that has a behavioristic, data based, treatment

orientation.

Behavior is changed through the development and applica-

tion of reinforcement techniques.
Services Offered to Children and Their Families
A listing of services offered to families by the day treatment
centers indicated that Edgefield
other four· programs.

'Lodg~

differs in this respect from the

At 'Edgefield Lodge sei;vices ·are centered around

child.management training for parents.

This includes training in re-

inforcement techniques through the use ·of one way .mirrors and vic;teo
·tape.

In the other centers services offered focus on a combination of

individual, group, and marital or family counseling.

At Edgefield

Lodge ma.ri t~l therapy is available, but it is rare.ly used.
centers provide some.form of follow-up services.
Child Center uses telephone interviews.

All of the ·

For example, the

Poyama Land has follow-up

visitation of a child in the school for a ninety day period and MidColumbia. offers intensive follow-up by the family t~erapist for three
months and a more limited follow-up by the family therapist for another
six months.
Requirements for Parent Involvement
. While all the centers require parent involvement' the requirements for parents, as listed by the e:x;ecutive direct.ors, vary in number, flexibility, a.nd specificity • .Analysis of requiremeuts for
parents at the five centers reveals that the Child Psychiatric

Day

'

'.

Treatment Cen.ter and the Mid-Columbia Children's Center have the fewest
number and the least specific'requirements.

At Mid-Columbia parents

.

.

a.re requit:ed ·to meet with the case manager.and :the family therapist
every two weeks.

They ;may also be required to a_tte:Qd a group session

if there is a group that meets the needs of the parent.

These groups

are time limited groups· formed.around specific problem areas.

The

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment Center requires that parents express a
willingne.ss to ~articipate in the program.

The basis of participation

is·neg;otiable _and varies from parent to parent.
The other three centers have more specific stated requirements.
At Poyama Land parents are required to attend group i:neetin'gs.

There is

a mothers' g;roup, ·a fathers' group, and a foster pare.nts' group.

The

parents must ~eet with the family counselor on a regular basis and with
either the

ca.s·e

manager .or treatment coordinator.

The frequency of

these meetings is negotiable.
The Child Center requires that the parerits attend intake staffing.
The parents must also participate weekly in one or more family services.
Which services are used is negotiated with the case manager.

The parent

is also required to attend staffing reviews of his child's progress
every four

wee~s.

At Edgefield Lodge parents are required to participate in parent
education groups.

Parents must meet with the treatment team every nine

weeks to review· and plan the child's treatment program.
also required to administer home programs.

Parents are

They must collect behavioral

data on a regular. basis and must demonstrate their application of reinforcement techniques.

I
I·
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The Decieion'Making Process
Interyiew questions dealing with the decision making process in
four phase·s of the· cente:r;- 's. operations elicited, in most cases, a detailed d.escription of the procedures associated ·with the intake process, the hiriQg of new staff, evaluation of

ch~ld

progress in treat-

·ment, a.nd ·progra.m change.. The focus in this study is not on decision
making process itself but on· the individuals involved in these pro·cesses.

Considerat.ion of decision making involves making a distinction

between those individuals makfog_the final decision and those who.have
opportunity to contribute to or influence that decision.
The Intake Process.

At Poyama Land and Mid-Columbia Children's

Center the.final intake decision rests with the program director.

I

. I

At

Poyama Land the intake meeting includes a child care ·worker, a Children 's Services Division liaison worker, and a Menta~ Heal th liaison
person.

These individuals represent a type of screening connnittee for

the intake ded.sion.

Mid-Columbia Children's Center also has a screen-··

ing committee that includes the psychiatrist who spends. four hours per
week working at

th~

center, a liaison worker from Children's Services

Division, and a ·psychologist from Mental Health.

Th~s

group makes re-

connnendations for intake which are usually, but not necessarily,
followed by the director.

The intake meetings at Mid-Columbia Chil-

dren's Center may also include the child care worker or team leader,
the

fa~ily

therapist, and the parents.

These individuals do not have a

say in the final decision,. but contribute. informatio~ and
Th~ Chi~d

Care Center includes in its intake

reconnn~ndations.

pro~ess,

individuals

from Children's Services Division and from Mental Health as do Poyama

'.
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Land and-~id-Columbia Children's Center.
the participation of

th~se

At the Child Center, however,

representatives from other agencies is more

formalized in .that they are given votes.

There are four votes in an

intake .decision, orie from Children's Services Division, one from Mental
Heal th and two from· the Child Center.'

Individm;:.i'~ from the center who

participate iQ the

th~ directo~,

int~ke

the child ·pare worker.

meetings are

_the counselor, and

Also the parents are present sometimes.

Edgefield Lodge and the Child Psychiatric

J?ay'. Treatment

Center

seem to have what could be termed a more closed intake process in terms
of· community
which the

i~volvement.

~ay

Edgefield Lodge, being a larger program of

treatment program is only a small part, has two intake

workers who interview the parents.

A commitment f.or treatment of the

·child is usually made in the first interview.
mentary information is soljcited from other

Supporting and supple-

agenci~s.after

this inter-

view.
At the Child Psychiatric Day Treatment Center, the intake decision is made by Sen.ior Clinicians, who serve as super\risors for the
.

.

rooms, and rotating members of the treatment team.
take requires a

~00%

A decision for in-

agreement within this group •. Representatives from

~utside groups may be present at intake to give information, but they

have no vote in the intake decision.
Hiring New Staff.

There was little variation among the centers in

their decision making procedures for hiring new staff.
directors claimed staff participation at all levels.

All the center
In all cases pro-

spective child care workers spent from one to three days working alongside the staff.

Staff gave feedback on their

perfo~ance.

At the
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Child Center, a decision to hire is based on the consensus of the staff.
At Poya.nia Lar-d, the director can veto a decision made by the assistant
director and the ·~hild care worker.

At Mid-Co~um~ia Children's Center,

the director and Fhe child care supervisor have the final say.

At

Edgefie~d Lodge, the program ma~ager makes the ~inal ap~roval on recom-

mendation·s by the team •. Poyama Land was unique in their inclusion of
two pl,lrent representati.ves in interviewing prospective family therapis ts.·
Child Evaluation. · ·Evaluation of a child's progress in treatment
is a step in decision.making about the direction of further treatment.
The frequency. and form of child evaluation varied..c~msiderably· among the
centers.

The~e

approaches

includ~d

various combinations of daily logs

and review of the child at regular predetermined inte.~a.lH.

These re-

views were, without exception, carried out·by. the treatment teams and
family therapists.

Edgefield Lodge and the Child Center were unique in

their involvement of the parents in a formal way in the evaluation of
the child by including them in staffing and/or treatme~t team meetings.
Program Change.

The directors were asked to 'describe the decision ·

making process involved in making a
described by the directors were:

progra~

change •. The program changes

realignment of .staff at Mid-Columbia

Children's Center; a new grouping of

c~ildren

at Edgefield Lodge; an

emphasis on involvement with the schools at Poyama Land·; obtaining
Title I funds .to increase the family therapist· to full-time at the Child
Center; and formation of a connnunity team at the Child Psychiatric Day
Treatment Center• With the exception of Edgefield Lodge all of the
centers described a group consensus decision making . Process.

Some

rl

•
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' .
dir~cto;rs. d~~cribed · ·.tli~. p~oce·ss

as

o~e

in which there was no distinction

between the formal and the informal process.

The.directors of Poyama

Land and the· Child Psychiatric Day Treatment Center did point out their
fina~ ~espon·~ibili·ty. ~or decisions made •

. The Edgefield Lodge decision making.process· for program changes
'W'as similar but seemed to be ·slightly more formalized.

Decision muking

around program changes involves the treatment direct.or, the program manager·, and the· unit leaders.

The rest of the stdf is involved in the

process, after· a decision has been made, to discuss ramifications of
that

d~cision.•

II.

THE STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE :

The three questions on the staff questionnaire·dealing with the
job titles of s·taff ,- the educational level of staff,· and the

fi~ld

of

interest of staff revealed some variation in composition of the staffs
of the five.day treatment centers.
Responses to the· question asking for job title were classified as
to whether 'the position reflected primary function ·as_ child care,
family therapy, supervision, or education.

For all centers the greatest

percentage of staff was associated with child care. 'The Child Psychiatric_ Day Treatment Center
whose primary function was

r~vealed

a somewhat

ed~catiop.

l~rger

percentage of staff

Other differences in staff dis-

tribution by.center were minimal among the centers.

(Se~ Appendix).

The center~ also displayed some differences· in the educational
level of the staff.

The Child Center had u lttrger

~ercentage

of staff
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with masters degrees than did the other centers with 50% of the staff
.holding m_asters degrees.
staff with no degree.

Mid-Columbia_ had a greater percentage of

The Child Psychiatric D~y ~reatment Center is

the only center with an M.D. on the staff.

(See Appendix).

· There·was also some variation among the centers in' the predominant field of training of the staff members.

A~

Poyama Land 55% were

trained in the social sciences, while at the Child Center, 50% received.training in special education.

The distribution in the other

three centers was more evenly repre3ented across several

fiel~s.

(See Appendix}.
The first two parts· of the staff questionnaire showed
ences betwee;n. staff of the centers.

som~

differ-

For each of the· five questions, a

contingency ta.ble was constructed and expected frequencies were calculated.

Differences between observed and expected frequencies in each

eel~. of·th~·table

were calculated in order to. characterize the staff

responses by· ·center to each question.

Results on each question in the

first two parts of the staff questionnaire will be reported separately.
Question one, Pa.rt I, asked staff if they felt involving parents
in their child's treatment was important.

I

All staff members in all day

treatment centers responded, "yes" to this question. ·
Question two, Part I, asked staff to select a reason for involving parents: in their child's treatment.

Each choic·e given was intended

to be representative of a treatment approach.

One· is considered to be

representative of an ego-psychology approach, one is .Psycho-educational,
and one is pehavioristic. Frequencies of response by center are reported
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in the following table.·

TABLE I

CONTINGENCY TABLE:

STAFF REASON.FOR INVOLVING

PAREN'I1S IN CHILD TREATMENT

Ego
PsychoPsychology Educational

Center

Poyania Land

0

5

Child Psychiatric
Day Treatment

1

Mid-Columbia

Total
Behavior- None of
the above
is tic
0.

4:

9

11

0

3

15

3

1

1

1

6

Child Center

1

3

4:

0

8

Edgef ieid.: Lodge

1·

5

6

1

13

·6

25

11

9

51

Total

At Poyama Land a larger number of staff than expected chose the
"none of the above" option.

Their choice of "none of the above" seems

to reflect an unwillingness to select one reason for involving parents
at the expense of the other reasons.

The write-in _responses were com-

binations of the ego-psychology, the psycho-educational and the behavI

.

ioristic choices with one staff member combining the ·ego-psychology
response with the psycho_..-educational response, an~ one staff member
combining the psycho-educational response with the behavioristic response.

The other two staff selecting the "none o.f the other" response

combined all· three choices and

qualifi~d

their statements. by indicating
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that. the reason for involving the parents depends on the particular
parent •
.A greater number of staff at tµe Child

P.~ychiatrjc

Day Treatment

Center than expect_ed chose the psycho-educational response and fewer
than expected chose the behavioristic response.
Among.the staff at·the

~hild

Center there was a trend for staff to

select the behavioristic reason for involving parents •. The same was
true for Edgefield Lodge. .
Staff

~f

the Mid-Columbia Children's Center·also exhibited trends

away from expected frequencies.

A

larger than expe.cted number of staff

selected the ego-psychology response and fewer than expected chose the
psycho-educational response.
The

n~xt

four questions on the staff questionnaire deal with

staff opinio1} al;>out what the parent role in different phases of center
operations should be.
tion.

Results are reported separately for each ques-
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TABLE II
CONTINGENCY TABLE: STAFF OPINION.ABOUT
.
PARENT ROLE IN INTAKE·

Center

a*

b*

c*

d*

Total

Poyama Larid

0

0

3·

6

9

Child. Psychiatric
Day Treatment

3

1

9

1

11*

Mid-Columbia.

0

0

1*.

2

6

Child Center

0

0

7

0

7

Edgefield Lodge

0

0

10

3

13

Total

3

1

33

12

49

*a - the parents should not be present at intake meetings
*b - the parents should be present at intake meetfogs only to give
information about the child
*c - the parents should be present at the intake meeting ~d should
participate in decision making and planning
*d - the parents should b,e present at the intake meeting to be made
aware of the center's expectations of them
On this question, the cells showing deviation from expected frequencies are described below.

At Poyama Land, a larger' number of staff

than expected felt the parents should be present at intake meetings to
be made aware of the center's expectations of them while fewer than
expected felt the parents should participate in the decision making and
planning.

At. the Child Psychiatric Day Treatment _c·enter·, a larger

number of staff than expected felt the parents should not ·be present at
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intak~

meetings while ·fewer than expected thou.ght parents should be

present at in.take meetings to be made aware Of the center IS expecta-

tions of them.

Staff at Mid-Columbia. di~ not .van~ significantly from

the expected frequencies in any of the cells. ·staff at the Child Center
thought more often than expected that parents should be present at intake meetings and should participate in the decision making and planning.

The same is true for Edgefield Lodge.
TABLE III
CONTINGENCY TABLE: STAFF OPINION ABOUT PARENT ROLE
IN THE HIRING O;F NEW STAFF

Center

a*

b*

. c*

Total

Poyama Land

3

0

6

9

Child Psychiatric
Day Treatment

9

5

0

14

Mid-Columbia

4·

1

1

6

Child Center

7

1

0

8

Edgefield Lodge

10

3

0

13

'lfutal

33

10

7

*a
the parents should have no say in staffing deci~ions
*b - the parents should mee~ prospective staff and have the opportunity
to share· impressions with the staff
*c - the parents ~hould share in interviewing prospective staff and
should have a voice in the decision to hire
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The staff at Poyama Land varied from expected frequencies in.all
cells with a large proportion of the staff feeling that parents should

have a voice in the'decision to hire new staff. Fewer than expected
chose the other two.options.
A.t ·the Child

Psych~atric

Day Treatment Center a la.rger number of

staff than expected felt that parents should
share

imp~essions

me~t.

prospective staff and

with staff members, while fewer than expected thought

parents should. share in interviewing and the decision to hire.
The staff of Mid-Columbia Children's Center did not vary significantly from·the expected· responses with most of them feeling parents
should have no say in staffing decisions.
Staff. at the Child Center chose the response indicating that parents should have no say in hiring of new staff more frequently than
expected.· Edgefield, once a.gain, showed the same pattern as the Child
Center.
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TABLE IV

...

CONTINGENCY TABLE: STAFF OPINION ABOUT THE ROLE OF THE PARE!NTS
IN EVALUATION OF THE CHILD'S PROGRESS
Center·

a*

b*

Poyama La.Iid.

1

0

Child Psychiatric·
Day Treatmej~t

8

·1

Mid-Columbia

3

Child Center
· Edgefield Lod~e

Total

d*

Total

8

0

9

s ..

0

14

0

.2

1

6

2

0

5

0

7

~

0

9

3

13

15

1

29

4
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..

*a - th~ parehts should. not be present at ~valuation meetings, ,but the
child'E$ pr9gress should be discussed wiifb. the:rri at regular i~tervals
*b - .the ·parents sq~uld,. be present only :to· give. in~.C>rmati'on about the
child's home ·behavior
..
t~e .parents should J).e: present at. ev~luati.on meetings to have· an
.*c
opportunity to 'express 'concerns' cri ticisi;ns' satisfa:ct{o:D~ ~· and
goals fo.r the chi.Id ''s ·treatment.
.
. °*d the pare:QtS shQU'l'd be present at evaluation meetings ~nd.'~hould
partfo.ipat~
the act'1al preparation. of th~ evaluation 0.D the
same 'basis as the:.sta.ff ~embers present.

fn

· · There are variations from expected frequencies·
low.

At Poyama Land, more staff than

expe~ted

as descri.bed be-

felt.that parents should

be present 'at.·evaluation meetings to have the opportunity to express
concerns, critiqi~ms, satisfactions.and goals for·child treatment.
Fewer than expected thought the parents should not be present at evaluation meetings.
Staff at

th~

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment Center tended to

think that parents should not be present at evaluation meetings.
Staff at Mid-Columbia C4ildren's Center also

tho~ght

more frequently

than. expected that parents should not be present
c;.t evaluation meet.
ings, while fewer than expected felt parents

sho~ld

be present to ex-

press concerns, satisfactions, critic isms, and g<:>als for their child.' s
treatment.

Staff of_ the Child Center did not vary significantly from

t~e .expe.c~e.d fr~quencies.

Edgefield Lodge staff chose responses c ·and

·~t.'·m·~·~~ "frequently than. expected while selecting the. choice that parents not be.present at evaluation meetings much ·less frequently than
'

expected.TABLE V
CONTINGENCY TABLE:

PARENT ACCESS TO THEIR CHILD'S FILE

Center

a*

b*

c*

d*

e*

Total

Poyama Land .

1

1

3

2

2

9

Child Psychiatric
Day ·Treatment

0

3

2·

1

15

1

3

1

6

· Mid-Columbia

0

9
1

.Child Center

1

.Q

0

3

4

8

Edgefield Lodge

0

2

5

4

2

13

Total

2

13

12

14.

10

51

*a - parents should not have access to their child's file
*b - parents should have access to only certain parts . of thefr child's
file and then only when in the presence of a staff member
*c - parents should have access to only certain parts of their child's
file and should be free to see those parts without a staff member
present
.
*d - parents should have access to the entire contents of their child's
file but only in the presence of a staff member
*e
parents should have ac.cess to the entire contents of their child's
file at· any. time

. I
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There are observable trends in staff response by center.
of the·

Chi~d

Psychiatric Day Treatment Center

than expected, the response which allowed

c~ose,

pa.rent~l

Staff

more frequently

access to only

\

certain parts of the ~ile and then only in· the presence of a staff
member.

Co;rrespon~ingly,

quently than· expe.cted.

they chose the other 9ptions less fre-

The staff of Mid-Columbia cµildren 's Center

tended to favor access" of the entire contents of the file to the
parent in the presence of a staff member.
allowed

paren.~s

The Child Center staff

greater access to the file in selecting more fre-

quently th.an.expected that parents could see the ~~tire contents of
the file without a staff member being present.

Staff ·of Edgefield

Lodge corresponded fairly closely with expected frequencies.
Nine of the ten questions on the staff questionnaire that have
not yet been discussed, were factor analyzed.
with the ·staff role in .decision making.
and were subsequently named:

Three factors were generated

1) Integration into Overall Functioning

of.the Center; 2) Upward Communication; and 3)
Requirements.

These questions deal

Ali~nation

from Job

Factor scores were. computed for each respondent on each

factor and center means on each factor were calcula."ted.
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TABLE VI
MEAN STAFF· SCORES ON FACTOR I: INTEGRATION INTO
OVERALL FUNCTIONING OF CEN'.rER

-Factor Score Mea.n

Center
Poyama Land

-4.4594

Child Psychiatric Day.Treatment

-4.8254

Mid-Columbia

-4.6400

Child Center

-4.7821

Edgefield Lodge

-4.1316

The range of possible factor scores on factor 1 is -5.0924 to
-1.2253.

The more negative the score the greater the degree

integration._ ~nto overall functioning of the

ce~ter.

o~

staf_f.

·There is virtually

no distinction between center mean scores on Fact.or. 1.

All the cen-

ters show a high degree of staff integration.
TABLE VII
MEAN STAFF SCORES ON FACTOR 2:

Center

UFWARD COMMUNICATION

Factor Score Mean

Poyama Land. ·

-4,.5456

Child Psychiat~ic
Mid Colµmbia·

~ay

Treatment

-5.3640
-5.3221

Child Center

-5.2613

Edgefield Lodge

-4.9596

The possible range of factor scores on Factor 2 is from
to -1.0182.

-~.1987

The more negative the score. the greater the
degree of up.

ward connnunication perceived by the staff of _the center.

All centers

show a high degree of upward communication.with Poyama Land and

.l

·j
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Edgefield Lodge showing a very slight tendency toward less upward
connnunication.
TABLE VIII

1

I

MEAN STAFF FACTOR SCORES ON FACTOR 3:
ALI~TION FROM JOB REQUIREMENTS

\'

Factor Score Mean

Center

Poyama Land·

.4:542 '

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

.1427

Mid-Columbia

.5106

Child Center

.0417

Edgefield Lodge

.6668

The possible range 9f factor scores on
+~.2186.

Th~

more positive the

alienation from job requirements.

Facto~

3 is -1.4151 to

score the greater the degree of
Staff of all centers seem to feel

relatively uri-alienated from job requirements.

There is a slight

trend toward greater alienation in Poyama Land, Mid-Columbia and
Edgefield Lodge.
Question 10 in· Part III of the staf·f questionnaire deals with
channels and sources .of information within the day treatment center.
Frequency and percentage of response to the question
following table.

~~

given in the
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TAB~

IX

CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION IN THE DAY.TREATMENT CENTERS

Center

a*

b*

c*

. d*

7
77

1
11

0
0

0

2
13

1
6

0

1
16

2
33

Child Center
Frequency.
Percent

2
25

0
0

0

.o

Edgefield Lodge·
Frequency
Percent

3
23

7

3
. 23

15

Poyama. La.rid
Frequen~y

Percent.
Child Psychiatric
Day Treatment
Frequency
Percent
Mid-Columbta
Frequency
Percent

~

26

0

1

0

e*

N

1
11

9
100

O·

8
53

15
100

0 ..
0

3
50

6
100

o·

.0

0

·~

6

8

75

too

4
30

13
100

*a - staff meetings
*b - . informal talks with ·other staff at my job level or lower·
*c :- informal talks with staff at a. . higher job level' than my own
*d - memos and other written materials
*e - other
Staff members selecting the "other" category.almost always wrote
in a combination of the other four choices.

The "other" categories at

Edgefield Lodge more often include selections b and.c while the staff of
·the Child Psychiatric Day.Treatment Center most often said all of the
above.

One obvious trend is that the staff of Poyama

Land much more

frequently view the staff meeting as their major source of information.

I
!·

' i
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IV.

THE PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE ·

There were 135- p·arents in _the totai parent population.

102 parent

This is a percentage i:eturn 'of 75 •. 6,%.

questionnaires were retuJJned.

Distribution· of return· ·by center is shown in Table X.
TABLE-X

.PEllOENTAGE ~TURN OF PARENT QUESTIONN.t\.IRES BY CENTER

Num~e·r

Cent~r

..

Number
Returned

in

:sa_mpl~

Per'cenf,
Returned

Poyania La.nd

26 ·.

24.

92.3%

Child Psychiatric
Day Treatment

31

25

80.6%

Mid-Columbia

18

12

6606%

Child Center

.20

16

80.0%

Edgefield Lodge

·40

25

62.5%

As mentioned in Chapter III, Poyama Land distributed and allowed
parents to complete the

questio~maires

at pa.rent· group meetings. · This

undoubtedly accounts for the high percentage return· from Poyama Land.
Differences in administration may also explain the other variations in
percentage returns' from the centers, but there is no verifiable explanation.
Percentage returns in the sample were slightly higher for foster
parents.

Poyama Land and ·Lhe Child Center have a largez: perceQtage of

foster pa.rents attlong their parents.

This may be one factor contributing

i .
j

I

to their iarger percentage of return.,
The

qu~stions

on the

p~rent

(See Appendix).

questionnaire dealing with the num-

ber of contacts parents had with the centers the.month prior to&completion of the.questionnaire are reported here as ,the mean number of contacts per center.

TABLE XI

NUMBER OF. REPORTED TIMES PARENTS.TALKED WITH k STAFF MEMBER
THE MONTH PRIOR TO COMPLETION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Center Mean

Center
Poyama Land.

8.29

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

7.81

Mid-Columbia
Child Center
Edgefield Lodge

TABLE XII
NUMBER OF PARENT GROUP MEETINGS ATTENDED BY PARENTS
THE MONTH PRIOR TO COMPLETION OF THE QUE~TIONNAIRE
Center
. Poyama Land
Child Psychiatric Day Treatment
Mid-Columbia
· ·Child Center
Edgefield Lodge

Center Mean

2.09
.8~

1.89
.• 53

1.08

TABLE XIII
NU'.MBER OF PARENT VISITS TO CHILD'S CLASSROOM THE MONTH
PRIOR TO QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETION

Center Mean

Center
Poyama Land

2.74:

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

2.68

Mid-Columbia

1.56

Child Center

2.26 .

Edgefield Lodge

.72

TABLE XIV

NUMBlilll OF BRIEF AND CASUAL CONVERSATIONS WITH A STAFF
MEMBER THE MONTH PRIOR TO QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETION
Center

Center Mean

Poyama Land

8.52

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

8~60

Mid-Columb~a

5.78

Child Center

4:. 4:0

Edgefield Lodge

3.08

TABLE XV
'

'

NUMBER ·OF TIMBS PARENTS PICKED UP OR TOOK THEffi CHILD TO THE
CENTER THE MONTH PRIOR TO QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETION

Center Mean

Center

:Poyama Land

5.64

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

6.92

Mid-Columbia.

5.22

Child Center

6.53

Edgefield Lodge.

TABLE XVI
NUMBER OF TIMES PARENTS KEPT AN APPOINTMENT WITH A STAFF MEMBER
THE MONTH PRIOR TO QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLE'.I'ION

Center

Center Mean

Poyama Land

4.09

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

2.33

Mid-Columbia

1.56

Child Center

2.00

Edgefield Lodge

2.92

'

'

TABLE XVII.
NUMBER OF O'IID!IR REPORTED CONTACTS .PARENTS HAD WITH THE CENTERS
Tm~ MONTH PRIOR TO QUESTIONNAIRE C~MPLETION

Center

Center Mean

Poyama Land

.34:

Child Psychiatric: Day Treatment

.92

Mid-Columbia

.oo

Child Center

.13.

2.52

Edgefield Lodge

The larger mean of ·"other" contacts :at Edgefield is. due to the
parents reporting pi~kin~ up or taking their children j;o the bus rather
than dire~'tly to the center.

The Child Psychiatric Day Treatment par-

ents who filled in the "other" category'' most frequently reported these
co·ntacts as being participation in a i;pecial therapy group.
The mean nunber of contacts for all types of contacts may reflect
center

requiremen~s

the programs..
of center

for parent participation or parent attitudes toward

Poyama Land generally has the highest number of all types'_

c~ntacts

by parents.

Results on the questions reflecting parent attitudes will be reported.

The twenty-four questions were factor analyzed generating five

factors which were named:

1) Mutuality of Relationship Between Parents
..

ond Staff.; 2) .Parent Laterali ty Orientations; 3) Staff. Communication
with Parents about their Child's Treatment Program; 4:) Parent Satisfac-

tion with Requirements for Involvement in the Center; and 5) General
Satisfaction with the· Day Treatment Program.

Fa.ctor scores were com-

puted for ·e.ach respondent on each factor and center means wer.e computed.
TABLE XVIII

FACTOR SCORE MEANS:

FACTOR I - MUTUALITY OF RELA.TIONSHIP BETWEEN
PARENTS AND STAFF

Center

· Center Mean

.1656

Poyama Land
Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

-.0379

Mid-Columbia

-.5071

Child Center

-.1319

Edgefield Lodge.

-.0240

The range of possible factor scores on Factor 1 is -3.0444 to

:+.7433. Tb.e more positive the score the greater the· mutuality.of parent-staff relationships.

All centers tend toward the higher end of the

range indicating a large sense of ·mutuality in the rela.tionship of parent with staff.

Parents at Poyama Land tend to have ·the greatest sense

of mutual relationship 'While Mid-Columbia tends to score· the lowest on
'this factor.
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TABLE XIX
FACTOR' SCORE MEANS:

FACTOR 2 - PARENT LA.TERALITY ORIENTATION

Center

Center Mean

Poyama.~and.

3.6132

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

3.1508

Mid-Columbia·

-0.5513

Child Center

2.3696

Edgefield Lodge

3.5192

The range of possible factor scores on Factor 2 is -8.7625 to
+6.0344.
tation.

The high positive

score~.indicate

a plus laterality orien-

Parents at Mid-Columbia seem to have more· minus laterality

orientations than the other centers.

The Child

C~nter

also tends to

have a slightly more minus laterality orientation·than the other
three centers.

However, parents at all five center's tend· to have

plus laterality orientations.

TABLE XX
FACTOR sco~ MEANS:

FACTOR 3 - STAFF COMMUNICATION WITH PARENTS

ABOUT THE CHILD'S TREATMENT PROGRAM
Center Mean

C~nter

Poyama Land

0.8651

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

1.6657

Mid-Columbia

2.871J:9

Child Center ·

1.8046

Edgefield Lodge

1.3798

The range of possible scores on this factor is -1.5475 to
+11.2312.

The higher positive scores indicate a lower degree of staff

connnunication with parents about child treatment.

All

cent~r

means

indicate that the centers received relatively low scores· on this
factor indicating parents perceive satisfactory staff connnunication
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l'(i th ;them· 4bout the tre'atment' of their ·:childr·en·..

"·to

have

Mid,...Columbia tends

the hi~~st: positive score, indicating lowe.r colIUDu.nication,

while Poya:ma Land has a relatively. low collUllunication score

indicati~g

higher c·olIUDunica.tion.
TABLE XXI

FACTOR SCORE MEANS: FACTOR 4 - PARENT SATISFACTION WITH THE
REQUffiEMENTS FOR INVOLVEMENT IN THE ·PROGRAM
Center

Cen~er

Mean

Poyama Land

-9.6835

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

-9.0916

Mid-C.olumbi·a

-5.0476

Child Center.

-9.2868

Edgefield Lodge

The possible range of scores on Factor 4 is ·-12.9692 to +6.8870.
The more negative the score the greater the satisfaction with the requirements for involvement in the center.

Parents~

in <l:ll centers

seem to be satisfied with the requirements for involvement, but MidColumbia parents seem to be less satisfied with the requirements for
their involvement than parents in the other centers.,

TABLE XXII.
FACTOR 5 - PARENT GENERAL SATISFACTION WITH
THE DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM

FACTOR SCORE MEANS:

i
!.

Center Mean

Center
Poyama Land

7.3378

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

6.7067

Mid-Columbia

5.2809

Child Center

5.7650

Edgefield Lodge

6.2756

The range of possible factor scores on Fac.tor 5 is -5.8514 to
+11.1342.

The higher positive

s~ores.

indicate a high. satisfaction with

the program •. Parents in all five centers. seem to be relatively satis-:fied with the day treatment centers.
isf ied

tha~ t~e

other programs while parents at

most satisfied with the program.
be~ween

Mid-Columbia tends to be less satPo~ama

Land tend to be

The other centers distribute evenly

the two extremes at about .5 intervals.

They rank from most

satisfied to least satisfied in the following order:

Child Psychiatric

Day Treatment; Edgefield Lodge, and the Child.Center.
The three control questions on the parent questionnaire indicate
minor differEfoces in the composition of the parent group·s in age, educational level, and the number of months their children have been in the
program.
There was little variation in parent educational level although
parents in the

~hild

Psychiatric Day Treatment Center tend to be slightly

l

'
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more educated and parents in Mid-Columbia tend to be slightly less educated·.

(See Appendix).

. Parents in the Child Psychiatric Day Treatme.nt Center tended to be
slightly..yo~nger

than the other parent groups while parents at the Child

Center. tend. to be slightly older.

(See Append.ix).

The number of months the children of the parents in the population
had been in tl;te day treatment was highe.r for the .Child Psychiatric Day
Treatment Center and lower for Edgefield Lodge.

The .other three cen-

ters had nearly identical means for the number of months the children
had been in .the program.

(See Appendix).

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Discussion of the results of the present ..study will be concentrated on

th~se

findings which relate to the differences in parent reac-

tions among centers.

Though all five parent populat_ions tended toward

more favorable than unfavorable reactions, there.are some general
trends across centers that merit discussion.

~he~e

trends and

pos~

sible relationships between variables wUl be 4isc_ussed, but no one
explanation can be postulated to explain all the. observed differences
among centers.
The parents from Poyama Land had higher positive scores on all
five factors than any other parent group in the present study.

Mid-

Columbia paren.ts reacted the lea.st favorably on the parent questionnaire.

Discussion will focus on Poyama Land

resentativ~s

of the most e_xtreme scores-.

and.M~d-Columbia

a.s rep-

However, it is noteworthy

that the other three centers tended to maintain the same respective
positions on all five factors.of the parent questfonnaire.
The observed differences in parent reactions t? _the day treatment centers- might relate to several variables incl_uded in· this study.
One such variable is the number of parent-staff contacts.

Parents at

Poyama Land recorded the highest average number of contacts on the
question asking for the number of
ber in the preceding month.

~imes

Mid-Columbia parents recorded the lowest

number of contacts on the same questiop.
of

a

they talked with a staff mem-

This finding is suggestive

pos.sible rela.tionship between number of contacts and parent rea.c-

tions to the programs.

~:
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The number of staff-parent contacts might to some degree be a
function ~f the extent and specificity of the center's requirements for

parent

~n~olvement.

·Poyama Land. is one of the· centers which required

mot'e specific types .of "in~olvement from parents. as .. compar.ed to centers
which allowed for staff-parept negotiations of types of involvement.
Perhaps parent reaction to the programs is influeQced by the manner and
degree in which ·parents are involved in the
Poyama Land is untque in its
attend group meetings.

center'~:program.

r~quirement

that all par·ents must

Most researchers assume that parents of emotion-

ally disturbed children commonly feel guilty about their child's prob.

.

lems (Noland; 1971; ·Des Lauriers, 1969).

Guilt can be a contributing

factor in lack of parent involvement. · Poyama

Land'~

use of groups may

help to alleviate guilt feeling by providing the opportunity for parents
to gain support by sharing their mutual concerns.
Treatment

orie~tation,

as espoused by the directors, seemed to

correspond with staff choice of reasons for involving parents. in the
program, with the exception of Mid-Col~bia.

The director of Mid-Colum-

bia articulated a· "psycho-educational" approach to treatment in which
education and therapy are viewed as one process.

However, the majority

of the st~f{ chose as their treatment f OCUS, "helping the parents to
understand their hidden problems and unconscious processes."

This is the

approach reflecting an ego psychology orientation to treatment.

Mid-

Columbia was the only center in which a majority of the· s.taff picked the
ego psychology approach.

Some of the differences between the expressed

orientation of the director and his staff might be accounted for by the
fact that the staff question ref erred to reasons for involving parents
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while the director was asked to define or categorize his treatment program by

a descriptive

label.

Poyama Land's staff selected the "none of the· above" category
more

treq~ently

than expected on the questions relating to reasons for

involving· parents.

This category was.chosen at a frequency significant-

ly higher than statistically expected.

The staff who .chose this cate-

gory indicated a preference for different combinations of the other
three options.

The director of

~oyama

Land desc'ribed the

eclectic though resting on the tenets of behaviorism.

p~ogram

as

Thus, it seems

that a significant number of the staff also i·ndicated a preference for
an eclectic· approach.

These findings support the suggestion that parent

reaction is influenced by the degree to which there is staff consensus
on treatment approach.
Some

a.spec~s

?f

st~ff

response on

cussion though they did not seem to be

th~

questionn.aire merit dis-

r~lated

to parent reactions.

There wa.s 1i ttle· .difference among ~he cent~r staffs in their responses
t_o the questions relating

to. their role within the organization. ·of

interest is the fact ·tha::t Edgefield Lodge's staff ·scored somewhat higher
than the staffs of the other centers on factor 3, the.degree of aliena. tion from job requirements.
memb~r~

The highly favorable respouses of the staff

of .all five centers toward their-role withi:p the: organization may

be due to .the relatively small size of all the centers.

Mid-Columbia,

the smallest center, has six staff members while the .Child Psychiatric
Day Treatment Center, the largest center, has fifteen staff members.
Size might also be a factor in t4e higher degree of alienation
the staff of Edgefield Lodge as the day treatment

pro~ram

felt by

is only one
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facet of. a .large organization offering ·a. v;;iriety of other programs •
. Sta.ff' from Edgefield Lodge and the Child Center responded in very
similar ·ways. ·to the questions. related to parent. roles in the center.
·Both centers.are described as behavioristic by the staff.

This fact

suggests that there is a relationship between theoretical orientation
and staff views on the legitimate parent role with1n the program; (ie.
parent role in' intake, tliring of new staff, child evaluation, and access
to files).

Both groups of staff favored a mote active role for parents

'
at intake and in the
child evaluation process

tha~

did the staffs of the

other centers. ·Additionally, staff of, these two behavioristic programs
generally f eit parents should have freer access t_o. their child's file
·than was thought appropriate by staff from the other centers.

In actual

practice, both. Edgefield Lodge and the Child Center require active participation by parents in· the intake process and in pe!iodic evaluations
of their child's progress.

These requirements are not common to any of

the other .centers.
The fact that parents are involved in evaluation in the Child
. Cente~
.
'

~

.~

and. in

.

Edgefield.Lodge may have influenced staff response to the

question relating to the parents' access to their child's file.

It

seems that wha.t staff members of Edgefield Lodge and. the Child Center
view as the legitimate parent role correlates highly with what the center is

doi~g

in actual practice.

The findings of this thesis suggest some hypotheses for further
research.

(i)

They .are:
the greater the consensus between director a·nd 8taff on theoretical orientation toward treatment of a child and his
family, the more favorable parent reaction ·to the day treatment. program.

.

.:
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(2}' ··the more specific and clearly articu.lated the requirements
for parent involvement, the more favorable parent reaction
to the day treatment program.

( 3)
(4)

the greater the number of par.ent-staff c·ontac ts, the more
favorable parent reaction the day trea·tment program.
the greater the use of parents groups, the more favorable
reaction to the day treatment J?r.ogram.

pa~ent

The purpose of this thesis was to describe

pa~ent

reactions to

five child day treatment programs in the context of descriptive data on
,

,

theoretical orientation toward child treatment and organizational structure of the cen'ter.
tation
~nt

~nd

It was expected that variance in· theoretical orien-

organizational structure would be

reactions.to the programs.

among
tion.

cente~s

described in this

refl~cted

in different par-

The differences in parent reaction
~tudy

lend some support to this expecta-

However, further research is necessary to clarify the relation-

ships between theoretical orientation, organi.zational ·structure, and
parent reactions.

''
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CODING SYSTEM
FOR PARENT QUESTIONNAIRES
This coding system is being used to insure confidential responses on
the quest.innaire.. .Please assign .a code number to ~ach parent for whom
you have some expectations {or involvement in your program. It should
be noted that the term "parent" includes natural, ·foster, step parents
and both mothers and fathers. Please return a lis.t of just the code
numbers to us and retain the parent names and the corresponding code
numbers in your files. Instru.ctions for assigning code numbers are as
follows.,
l.

Your prpgram has been assigned the letter ( ) to designate the
parent respondents from your program. Please place this letter
first in each code number.

2.

Assi.gn each child who has been in your program at least one month,
a 2..:..Iigit number beginning with 01, 02, 03, and so on until each
child has been assigned a number. Place that ~umber immediately
following your program. letter.
·

3.

The next digit is a crucial one and is somewhat difficult to· explain. The end result of the c'odin.g system is that there should
be a. code.· number for each parent figure for whom you have some
expectations for involvement in your program •. This digit, in combinat~on.with the following digit, serves to.identify those individuals. This digit indicates whether ther~ ar'.e expectation for
. the·mother and/or the father to be involved. Write a 1 following
·the child's ide:qtif ication number if ·the mother figure is to b.e
involved. Write a 2 if the father figure is to· be involved. If
you have expectations for both the mother and.the father to .be
involved, you will be creating two separate code numbers fo~ each
parent will be completing a questionnaire. For example, if child
01's mother is to be involved you would write(.) 011 •••• If you
also expect child 01 's father to .be involved ·you ·would have a code
number beginning 012 •••• The following digit indicates 'Whether
the parent.is a natural parent, a foster parent, a step parent,
or some other status.
If ·the par·ent is a natural parent write N

If the· parent is a foster parent write F
If the parent is a step parent write S
If the parent is other than the above write 0
(this last group might include a grandparen.t wlio is
the legal guardian for a child)
·
If we were to expand the sample code numbers used a.bove, we might
have ( ) 011 N and ( ) 012 N if both·parents were the natural
parent.:.
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It is possible that there could be a situation where you might
expect involvement from both a natural parent and a foster parent.
For example you niight expect child 02' s n~tural and foster mothers
to b~ involved. The code numbers· would begin ( ) 011 N and_
( ) 011 F.
.
The ~le is that a code number should be created for every paren:t
figure for whom you have some expectations fo~· involvement in the
pro.gram-.
The· next· digit refers to the time the child has been in the program~. Re,.uember that children who have not b~ei.t in the program at
least one month are n~t to be included in the assignment of code
numbers. For. this digit, write:

4:.
I
1

! .

1
2·
3
4
5

.if the child
if the child
if the chi).d
if the child
if the child

has
has
has
has
has

been
been
been
been
been

in
in
in
in
in

the
the
the
the
the

If a child falls between categories,
is closest. For e?Cample, if. a child.
·months and 11 days give him a . 2·. If
gram 6 months and 24: days give him a

program. 1, 2 or 3 months
program ·4, 5 or 6 months
program 7, 8 or 9 months
program·10,11 or 12 months
program over. 12 months
place him in the one which
has been in the program 6
a chi;l.d has been in the pro3.

The las·t digit in the code number is to indicat~ the parent •·s
membership in a. racial group. Write:

5.

F - . if the par.ent is white
G -·if the.parent is black
H - i f the pa.r.en't is Indian
Q - if th~ pa·rent .. is. other than the thre.e .above _groups
Below_ ~re· a _f~w. s~~ple" code n~bers:.

6. ·

A. OJ · 1

N

3 F

: Thi~ -is the mot4er: .of child 03. Th~ .mothe~ is a ~atur~+ parent
·whose child has. be.en i~ the .program '7; 8 ·or 9 ·months. · T4e mother
is white~. The 9hild' s"father mitiht have. the number A932NJF
0

,

••

. The f9llowing ·number A042F1G indicates a foster father of .. a child
who has been in i.he program 1, 2 or 3 months. The foster father is
blaqk.
.
.
.
If you have any questio~s about the coding system, please call us collect
at either of the· following numbers: Virginia Spurkland 503-287-5605,
Joyce Edwards·206-695-27q8.

We

appreciat~

·Thank you.

the.time you spend in coding the parents in your program.
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PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY

P. O. Box 751
Portland, Oregon 97207
School of Social

Work .

Dear Parent:
The day ti-e~tment center in which your child is enrolled has agreed to
participate in a study of the services offered to children an·d their
families by day trea.tment centers. Five day treatment. centers throughout Oregon ar,e participating.in the. study. Staff members and pa.rents of
all the· centers are being asked to complete ques·tionnaires. It is hoped
that the information received will be useful to your center and the
other centers.in planning· services for you and your child. If the study
is to provide helpful information to the centers it is very important
~a·i; ~.,staff· member· and ea.ch parent returns a completed questionnaire.
The st-~dy will be completed in the spring and copies ·of the results will
be made available to ea.ch of the participating center.s.
The questions ·-in the questionnaire will be used to. get an overall descriptfon of each center's program. We are not interested in how each
person answers the questions, but in the ways that parents an~ staff as
a group answer the questions. In keeping with this intent, efforts have
been mad~ to assure the confidentiality and anonymity .of your· answers.
In other words,.no one will know how you answer any of the questions.
For this purpose, a coding system has been developed •. The number you
see on the lower right hand corner of the questionnaire is your code
number which has been assigned to you by the staff of your center. Your
questionnaire is to be returned directly to us and will not be seen by
the staff of the center. We do not know to whom the different code numbers have be~n assigned. In this way, your answers will be confidential
and auor.iymous.
We appreciate your prompt completion of the questionna.ire. When it is
completed, seal. it in the enclosed stamped envelope and drop it in the
mail. Thank you.
Sincerely.yours,

Virginia. Spurkla.nd and Joyce.Edwards
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PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK.
January 8, 1975

Dear Parent:
Not too long ago you were mailed a questionnaire .by the treatment center in which your child is enrolled. A letter accompanying that
questionnaire indicated that you were being asked to complete the
questionnaire as a part of a study of.five day treatment programs in
Oregon.
Our records sh'ow that the code .number of your ·questionnaire has not
been received. We have asked your center to send you another questionnaire in the event tha.t you have misplaced your copy. Please
complete the enclosed questionnaire, put it in the .enclosed, stamped
envelope, and· drop it in the mail as soon as possible so that your
center will b.e more accu~ately represented in the ·st.ud:Y.
As mentioned fo the previous letter, your answers e:tre both confidential
and a.nonymoµs. The results of the study will be made available to your
center in the spring.
Thank you for your .cooperation.
Sincerely y9urs '·

Joyce M. Edwards
Virginia Spurkland
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CHILD DAY TREATMENT

CENT~.

Guide for Interview with Executiye Directors

Name of Center----------~~~--~~~--~~~~~~~~--~--~~~-

General description of facility (by observation) __~----------~-----

1.

Most treatment programs can be characterize4 in terms of theoret~
ical orientation to treatment. How would you characterize this
program? ·

Probe:

2.

Can you label your program in a word or two? For example,
Lutheran ~amily Services could be characterized as an
agency based on ·Transactional Analysi~.

What services are available to the children and families you work
with?

3·.

What are the goals of lihis program for working with children and

thefr families?
l.
I

Probes:
· q.

Can you be more specific?

Are parents required to be involved in your program?
Yes_ No_

If yes, are both parents required to be involved? Yes_No_·_

5.

What are parents required to do?____~~~~~~~~~~--~~---

Are there any exceptions to these requirements?

Yes___ No

If ye~, what are these exceptions and under what circumstances
are the exceptions made?

What is the purpose for each of the requirements oI parents?

6.

This is a list of the staff positions you indicated on the information. Are there any other people involved in your program such
as volunteers, consultants, students, etc.?
Yes__ No_ If yes, who are they?·

(Instrtictions to interviewer - hand director a list of all positions and say, "This list should make it easier for you to answer
the following questions.")

7.

Who of these people make the final decision· that a child should
enter the program?

(if· two or more persons are indicated ask the following)
a.

Is this decided in a meeting? ____y-es
if no:

· if yes:
____y-es

__:__no

What is the.procedure for making intake decisions?

Is anyone else present at the decis.ion making
meetin.g?
no
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Who and for what reason?______________~~~~~~~--------~---

8.

Who of the people listed participate in the selection of new staff
members?

Please describe the process of selecting new staff members.
(What roles do the specified people play in the process)
Probe: Who does What?

9.

What is your procedure for evaluating a child's progress in the
program?

Who on .the list participates in the evaluation ·process?

67
Wh~t do they do?__~----------~~-----~--~--~--------~--

Do all the participants meet together at a. specified time
and place? ~es __:_..no ·
10.

ThiQk of a recent cha~ge that has been made in yQur program, for
example a reaiignment -0f staff, a change in treatment emphasis,
e~ansi'on of ·services·, etc.
What was the change?

------~--------...-~--------------------~

From the list of people, who was a part of the decision
group for this ·change?

m~~ing

Is this -ge.nerally the decision making group program changes?
__yes

_no

If no, how is it different?

----------~~-----~--~----~~--~

I.
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CHILD DAY TREATMENT CENTERS
Staff Questionnaire

I·

I

i.·

1. ·.Do you feel that involving parents in their child's treatment
is important? Please circle the letter of ·your response.
a.-

yes

b;

DO

if .no, please explain y9ur

a.

reason~~~~~~~~~~--~~~-

P~ople

involved in child treatment have given different reasons
for ~nvolving parents. Please circle the. letter of the reason
below which most closely fits your reason. (Circle only one
respon.se)
a. to help parents understand their own hidd.en problems and
·unconscious processes which may consiste.ntly frustrate and
hinder attempts to assist their child. ·

b. to give parents both intellectual and emo.tional understanding
of their child, his conflicts, and the accompanying defenses,
·and to help the parents in handling of the child in specifi.c
situations.and difficulties.
c. to help parent~ to focus on specific problem behaviors, and
to provide them with. techniques to use in changing those
beha.vi'or·s ~
·
·
d. norie of the above (please explain your reason for involving
parents in the space provided)

1.

""',/
II. The following questions are to determine what roles you think the
par·ents should play in your center. Please circle the letter of
the.response· which most closely· describes· the role you think the
parent should play •. Read all·the responses before deciding on
your answer. Circle· only~ response for each question.
1.

2.

What role should the parent(s) play in intake?
a.

the parent(s} should not be present' at intake meetings.

b~

the parent(s) .should be present at intake meetings only
··to give information about the child.

c.

the parent(s}· should.be present at intake meetings and
.should participate in the decision m~king and planning
regarding the child.

d.

the parent(s) should be present at intake meetings to
be made aware of the center's expectatio~s of them.

What role do you think the parents ·should play in the hiring
of new staff?
a.

parents should have no say in staffing decisions.

b. ·parents should meet prospective staff members and. should
. have an opportunity to share impression.s. with the staff.
c.

parents should share in interviewing prospective staff
members and should have a voice in the decision to hire.

3. What roh do you think the parent(s} should play in the
evaluation of their child's progress?

·

a.

the parent(s) should not be present at evaluation meetings,
but the child's progress should be discussed with them at
«:regular intervals.

b.

the parent(s) should be present .at evaluation meetings only
to.give information about the child's home beha~ior.

c.

the parent(s) should be present at evaluation meetings to
have an opportunity to express concerns, criticisms, satisfactions, and goals for the child's.treatment.

d.

the· parent(s). should pe present at evaluation meetings and
should participate in the actual preparation of the evaluution on the same basis as the staff members present.
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q.

How much access do you feel a parent should have to his child's
case file?
a.

parents should not have access to their child's·file.

b.

·pa.rents should have access to only. certain parts of their
child's file and then only when in 'the presence of a staff
member.

~.

parents should have access to only certain parts of their
child's file and should be free to see those parts without
a staff member present.

d~· ·

parents should have access to the entfre contents of their
child's file but only in the presence of a staff member.

e.

parents should have access to the entire contents of their
child's file at any time.

IV. The following ten questions deal with your view of your place in the
center's organization. The questions are multiple choice. Read
each statement and circle the letter of the appropriate answer.
Circle only ~ response for each question.
1.

How often do yoll tell your immediate superior your own ideas
about tilings yoll.might do in your work?

a.
b.
c.
d.
2.

ra~ely

f ai:rly often
very often

Do you feel free to suggest to your superiors a· different or
better. way of doing something in your work?
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

never

never
rarely
fairly often
very often

Do you feel that your suggestions about different or better ways
of d~ing things are given serious consideration?
a.
b.
c.

d.

none
hardly any
some
a lot
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4.

How often does your job require that you.do things that make
little sense to you?
a.

never
rarely
c~
fairly often
d. · yery of t~n

b.

5. Do you have any say in decisions to

~dopt

new treatment

approaches at the center?
a.
b·.
c.
d.

none
hardly any
some
a lot

6. Do you

~ave any say in the decisions to adopt. new operating
procedures? (£or example - new record keeping procedures,
new intake .procedures, etc.)

a• none
b. .hardly any
c. some
d. a lot

7. How much say or influence do you have on the way the center
is run?
a. none
b. hf;\r~ly any
c.· some
d. a lot

s.

Do you.feel free to try ·out your own ideas on.your job?
a.
b.
c.
d.

never
rarely
iairly often
very often

9. Do you feel well informed about things· that are happening
which effect the center's functioning? (For example - funding
cha.ng·es, reorganization of staff, personnel changes, change of
facility, program changes, etc.)
a.
b.
c.
d.

.never
rarely
fairly often
very often
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10.·. How do you usually hear about what is happening at the center?
at staff meetings
in informal talks .with other staff at my job level or lower
in informal talks with staff at a higher job level than ·my
own
d~ ·memos and other written materials
e. other (please specify)
a.

b.
c.

v.

1~

What is your_jo~ title? Please write your title in the space
provided.

2.

What is your educational background? Ple.ase indicate your
degree and the field of your concentration. (For example -B.A.
i~ Psychology, M.S.W., PhD. in; Clinical Psych~logy etc.)
Degree~~~~-------~~Field

of Concentration_________~~----~

~~

o'f>.'E.~
-<"

CHILD DAY TREATMENT CENTERS

A

N

D

SD

-< o

(I)

It is 1mporranc for the staff at the center

to know how my chi Id 1s behaving at
home.

SA

A

N

D

SD

~~'E.

,sP.6 '<'-

~

s"('<'-o'°'~~'<'-E.'E-. .o of'~~sp.G~~~o"'o._.
SA

Parent Questionaire

o-4
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The program at the center has helped

'! p,G
crG\.. ,..e'E.
.,,.~~
p,G'<'-- ~o

o

O'°'
'E.
'! O'
r;:}f<-e; tl-o\..
o's" s"''<'-o

SA

A

N

D

SD

(19) The staff doe$ not seem interested •n

SA

A

N

D

SO

(20 l The staff and l agree on which of my

SA

A

N

D

SD

(21 l The program requtres too much involve·

N

0

SD

(22) I have given serious thought to takmg

my ideas about the program.

child's behaviors need changing.

me to handle my child bener.

SA

A

N

D

SD

ell

Please be s11re to .answer every question.
SA

1·.

A

N

D

SD

(<IJ

Ho...;· n:iany !•me have you 1alked wtth a staff member "t the center
this ;>ast month. either 1n person or- by telephone!

Please circle

SA

A

N

D

SD

(5)

beiow the approx1ma'te numbe; of times you hav.; talked w1t;;-;;8

2.

I0

II

I2

l3

I 4 & over

Approximately how many times have you done each of the follow,ng
at the center this past month? Write the number of times in the
blanks provided. For eJCample:

If you v1s1ted your child's classroom three times •n the past month
you would write·

A

N

D

SD

you would also wr11e -

in

SA

A

N

D

SD

The staff understands when other obl!-

(71

SD

t2ll The staff asks for my opinion on matters
rela11ng to my child's treatment.

SA

A

N

D

SD

(24) The staff is careful to keep me informed
of any changes in my child's treatment
program.

SD

(8)

Personal problems that occur 1n 1he
home should stay m the home and
should not be the concern of the staff.

SA

A

N

D

SD

(9)

When I am concerned about something
that is happening to my child, 11 helps
to talk with someone at the center.

A

N

D

SD

4,

Please circle below the approJC1mate number of months your child
has been at the center.

9
I<!

15

16

17

18

I0

II

The following Quesuons are to get some idea about how parents feel

SA

A

N

D

SD

(I 0) The staff should be concerned about

5.

Please circle below the last year of school that you completed.

SA

A

N

D

SO

(12) I do not think the staff understands my
way of thinking.

SA

AND

SD

(ll)ldonotthinkmyinvolvementatthecenter
is important to my child's progress.

SA

A

N

D

SD

(l<I) The staff always seems tp.have lime to
talk with me.-

SA

A

N

D

SD

(15) I feel free to offer sugges11ons and state
my Opinion about the way the CeOter"s
program 1s bemg run.

SA

A

N

O

SO

(16) The staff listens to my sugges11ons and

the statement.

If you a1ree, circle the letter • • • • • • • • • • A
If you have no opinion, circle the leuer •••• N

If you disa1ree, circle the letter • • • • • • • • D

gives them senous consideration.

SA

A

N

D

SD

(17) Hy child should be the concern of the
treatment center only during sc!"'ool
hours.

If you strongly d1 sagree, circle the letters •• SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

(18) The center should !12! require that I be
involved m the program.

8

4 .

( 11) Often I feel confused by what the staff
1s dorng.

agree, a&ree, have no Opinion, dtSagree, or Strongly disagree Wtth

If you ;trongly agree_, circle the letters •••• SA

13

al! members of my family, not JUS! my

about vaflous aspects of the programs at ch lid c.are centers. For
each of the.following s,tatements, decide whether you strongly

12

over 18

th a staff member

_ _ _ other (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Circle only one answer for 1tach question

D

The following two quesuons are to get some general rnformauon that is

D

SA

_ _ _ kept an appointment w11h a staff member

3.

N

needed for the study.

N

child in the center.
w1

child out of the center.

A

I am pleased with the 1ob the staff 1 s

A

picked up or took my child to the center
talked briefly and casually

m)"'

SA

dorng with my child.

SA

_ _ _ attended a parent group meeting
_ _ _ vls11ed my child's classroom

Tu·e st.1ff e><pla1ns my child's ueatment
program to me ..

to know about my personal ltfe.

the past month

_/_attended a pa1ent group meeting

rnent on my part.

t6 I It is unportant for the staff a1 the center

.d_v1stted my child's classroom

If you had also attended a parent group meeting

I fe.el hke I do not have enough say 1n
what happens to my child.at the center.

g1mons prevent me from part1c1pat1ng
fully 1n the center's program.

staff member.

sP.r,'<'-~~

f''~'

I<!

6.

IS

16

9

10

11

12

13

over 16

Please circle below your age group.
under 20

20-24

25-29

30-3<1

35·39

'40-4-4

45-'t9

SO and over

Thanlt you for completing this quHtionnoire.· Please put it ift the
envelope provided ond moil to:
Yirtioio Spefkland
6036 H.E. 24th
Portland, Ontgon 97211
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TABLE XXIII
FACTOR ANALYSIS ON PARENTS: ORTHOGONAL FACTOR MATRIX

'

Factor 3

·Factor li

Factor 5

-0.0820

0.1675
0.2919

-0·.1266

0.0523

. -0.6457
-0.4678
. 0.1164.

5
6

-0.3354
-0.7105

-0.1023
-0.0981

·..-0.1946

-0.7036

7
8

-0.3160
-0.1047

-0.0896
-0.7081

0.1444

-0 .• 0564
0.6328

-0.1729

-0 •. 1681

9

-0.4816

-0.6518

-0.0483'

0.0213

lO

-0.2452
. 0.1478

-0.6370

o.218i

0.0398

-0.0722

0.3535
-0.0412

0.4598
0·.0617

0.4803

-0.1176

-0.1804.

0.5173

-0.0376

-0.5625

o.4945
0.1116

-0.6768

-0.1434

0.1187

-0.1587

-0.7536
-0.7027
0.1269

·-0.1769

0.1754
0.1606

0.2251

-0.1945

-0.394:9
0.6750

0.2290

0.1019.

-0.0722

0.0~11

-0.5179

0.2039

0.2757

-0.2366

'"'."0.6325
.;..Q.. 554:6

0.3499

-0.1913

-0.7527
-0.3851

-0.0571
0.1726

0·.2~70

0.4:338

Variable

Factor 1

Factor 2

1

-0.2659
-0.3881.·

2
3
4

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
·19
. 20
21

22

0.5621

0.074:5

0.0829

-0~5438

-0.1567
0.3264

0.7869

0.1609

-0.0708

-0.0365
0.1849

0.-0556

-0.1775
-0.0569

-0.1620

-0.0296

23

0.'3738
0.0138

-0.1089

-0.0308
0.8225

24:

-0.4:967

-0.0880

0.5706

'

-0.5547
-0.4407 .

-0.3923
0.2028
0.0773
0.1182
0.8209

-0.0912
-0.0812
--0.0083
0.0048
0.0976 '

0.2493

0.5859
-0.0209

-0.0521

-0.2353
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TABLE XXIV
PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE: DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONS
OVER THE FIVE FACTORS ...

Factor
1

Qu~stion

5. The staff understands when other obli14.
15.

16.
20.

21.
2

3

It is important for. the staff at the
center to know h~w my child is behaving at home.
6. It is important for:the staff at the
center to know about my personal life.
8.- Personal problems that oc·cur in the
home should stay tn the home and
should not be the concern of the staff.
9. When I am concerned .about something·
that is happening to my child, it helps
to talk with someone.at the center.
10. The staff should.be concerned about
all members of my family, not just my
child in the center.
17. My child should be the ·concern of the
treatment center only during school
hours.
1.

4.
23.

24.
continued

gations prevent:me .from participatingr
fully in the c·enter's program.
The staff always.seems to have time to
talk with me. · ·
I f.eel free to offer suggestions and
state my opinion about the.way the
centerts program is being run.
The staff' listens to my suggestions
. and gives them serious·consideration.
The staff and I agree on which of my
childfs behaviors need changing. .
The program requires too much involvement on my part.

The staff explains mY child's treatment program to me.
The staff asks for my opinion on
matters relating to· .my child's
treatment.
The staff is careful to keep me informed of any change.s in my child's
treatment program.
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TABLE XX.IV

. PARENT QuESTIO:NNAIRE:

.

DISTRIBu1i;iION OF QUESTIONS"

OVER. THE FIVE FACTORS ·

(CONTINUED)
Factor

Q~estion

7.

I am pleased with the job the staff is
doing wit~ my child.
13. I do not think my· involvement .at the center is important to my child's progress.
18. . The cente·r should .not··require that I be
involved in the program.
21. The program requires· too much involvement on my part.

. 5

11.
22.

Often I feel confused by what the staff
is doing~
I have given serious. thought to taking my
child out of the center •

. TABLE XXV

FACTOR ANALYSIS ON STAFF:
va·riable

I

ORTHOGONAL FACTOR MATRIX

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

1

-0.0397

-0.8561

0.11*23

2

0.0957

-0.8363

-0.%73

3
4

-0 .. 5541

-0.2743

-0.4046

-0.0592

-0.0825

0.9199

5

-0.7623

0.1142

-0.."1665

6

-0.8257

-0.0460

0.0698

7
8

-0.7989

0.1296

0 .. 2897

-0.4203

-0.4530

-0.1354

9

-0.7663

-0.1781

-0.0136
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TABLE XXVI

STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE: DISTRIBUTION QF. QUESTIONS OVER
THE Tim.EE FACTORS

Factor
1

g,uestion

3. Do you feel th.at your suggestions

about_ different or better ways of
doing things are given serious
consideration?
5. Do you have any say in decisions to
adopt new treatment approaches at
the center?
6. Do you have any say in the decisions
to adopt new operating procedures?
7. How much say or influence do you have
on the way the center is run?
9. Do you feel well informed about things
that are. happening which effect the
center's functioning?
2

1. How of ten do you tell your inunediate
superior your own ideas about things
you might do in your work?
2. · Do you feel free to suggest to your
superiors a different or ~etter way _
of doing something in your work?

3

'*·

!

l

I·
How of ten does your job require that
you do things that m~ke little sense
to you?
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TABLE XXVII
JOB CLASSIFICATIONS OF STAFF MEMBERS BY CENTER

I.

l

Education

Center

Child
·care

Family
Therapy

Supervision

Poyama ~and
Frequency
Percent.

5
. 55·

2
22

1

1

11

11

9
100

Child Psychiatric
Day Treatment
Frequency
6
Percent
46

2
15

2
15

3".
23

13
100

Mid-Columbia
.Frequenc:r
Percent .

.4
66

1
16

1
16

0
0

6
100

Child Cente~
Frequency
Percent

6
75

1
12

1
12

0

o· ..

100

Edgefield Lodge.
Frequency
11
Percent
73

4
26

0
0

o·
0

15
100

Total
Frequency
Percent

10
20

5
10

q ..
8

51
100

32
63

Total

8
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TABLE XXVIII

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF STAFF MEMBERS BY CENTER

Center

Total

a*

b*

c*

d*

e*

f*

0
0

0
0

6
66

2
22

1·
11

0
0

9
100

Child Psychiatric
Day Treatment
Frequency
0
Percent
0

0
0

8
53

5

.1.

33

6

1
6

15
100

0
0

0
0

6
100

Poyama Land
Frequency
Percent

Mid-Columbia
Frequency
Percent

1
16

1

2

2

16

33

33

Child Center
Frequency
Percent

1
12

0
0

2
25

50

1
12

0
0

8
100

Edgefield Lodge
Frequency·
1
Percent
7

0

9
69

3
23

0
O·

0
0

13
100

*a
*b
*c
*d
*e
*f

-

0

4

no college degree
no college. degree but some training
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
PhD

MD

.
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TABLE XXIX
FIELD .OF EDUCATIONAL CONCENTRATION OF STAFF MEMBERS BY CENTER

Center

a*

b*

c*

d*

e*

f*

g*

h*

.Poyama Land_.
Frequency
Percent

2
22

5
55

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
11

1
· 11

0
0

100

Child Psychiatric
Day Treatme.nt
Frequency
·Percent

4
26

3
20

1
6

0
0

1
6

2
13

2
2
13 . 13

15
100

Mid-Columbia
Frequency
Percent

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
16

0
0

1
16

0
0

2
33

100

Child Center
Frequency
Percent

1
12

0
0

0
0

4
50

0
0

0
0

0
0

2
25

100

1

4
30

0
0

3
23

0
0

2
15·

0
0

Edgefield Lodge
Frequency
Percent

*a
*b
*c
*d
*e
*f
*g
*h

7

- education
social sciences
- nursing
.
special education
child development
- soc~al ·work
clinical psychology an4 psychiatry
- other

1 .

7

Total

9

Ii

7

11
100
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TABLE XXX
PERCENTAGE RETURN OF QUESTIONNAIRES BY PARENT

..
CAT~GORY

IN

~OPULATION

\

Parent
Category

Number.in
Sample

Number
Returned

Percent
Returned

97

72

74.2'/o

'26

21

80.8%

Step Parents.

8

5

62.5%

Other

4

3

75.0%

Naturpl parents
Foster Parents

TABLE XXXI
DISTRIBUTION OF PARENT CATEGORIES IN THE DAY TREATMENT CENTERS

Center·

Natural
Parent

Foster
Parent

N

%

N

%

15.

57.7

9

34.6

Edgefield Lodge

25
16
11
30

80.6
88.9
55·.o
75.0

'4. 12.9
2 .11.1
35.0
7
4
10.0

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
2· 10.0
4
10.0

Total

97

71.8

26

. 8

if

I.

Poyama Land ·
Child Psychiatric
!)ay Treatm:ent
Mid-Columbia
Child Center

19.3

StepParent
.N

2

%

Other
N .. %

7.7 0

5.9

0

2 6.5
0
0
0
0
2 . 5.0
4:

3.0
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TABLE XXXII
MEAN NUMBER OF MONTHS THE CHILDREN OF THE PARENTS
IN THE POPULATION HAVE PARTICIPATED
IN THE DAY TREATMENT PROGRAMS
Center ,,

Center Mean

Poyama Land

11 •.57

Child Psychia.tric Day Treatment

15.40

Mid-Columbia Children's Center

11.56

Child Center ,

11.46

~dgef ield

9.48

Lodge

TABLE XXXIII
LAST YEAR OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY THE PARENTS IN THE POPULATION
Center

Center Mean

Poyama Land

12.55

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

13.28

Mid-Columbia Children's Center

11.67

Child Center

12.00

Edgefield Lodge

12.56
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TABLE XXXIV
AGE GROUP OF THE PARENTS IN THE POPULATION

Center

Cente.r Mean

Poyama Land

35~39

Child Psychiatric Day Treatment

30-3ZJ:

Mid-Columbia. 9hildren's Center

35-39

Child Center

35-39

Edgefield Lodge

30-3~

